There is soil on our shoes.
Who's joined the meeting? 
Body-ology

Folds
OK, so folds not splits.
The machine announces:
Descartes has joined the meeting.
Spinoza has joined the meeting.
Nietzsche has joined the meeting.
Freud has joined the meeting.
Lacan has joined the meeting.
Marx has joined the meeting. 
On fighting gravity
We came for the networking opportunities.
We didn't know we would be networking with cockroaches, fists, dirt, sheep, frequencies all calling each other into being.
We thought therefore we were.
Not any more.
We thought some things mattered more than others.
Not any more. We get it. We love it! We liked the ruins, even when they were just words. it have been forming with all the rooms and bodies I've ever sat in/with/by for meetings. It was only, however, when I was listening to Maggie MacLure and Rick Dolphijn speak in one of our university meeting rooms that I began to become aware, tangentially, of the flickering fluorescent lights above and the way they blanch my colleagues' skin, and later, the way they co-compose all our blood counts (Landesberg & Quatrale, 1996) . With meeting memories pushing and changing every day, I began the reading suggested by the speakers and those I read and discussed Lather's article at yet another meeting with the poem continuing to form simultaneously; these practices of readingcomposingarticulatingsitting are mutual, with research poetry not just another form of representation mirroring an object prose text.
Learning our lessons from the ontological turn is always material-discursive and happens with human and non-human embodiment, although the journal article tends to pretend otherwise (see Lather's Lesson 10) . By reading poem and prose through each other, as Barad (2007) proposes, readers may experience theory differently and be reminded of the multiple material "resources" its creation/dissemination requires, entities elided in humanist and discursive regimes.
